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Devil social link persona 4

If Golden's first trip to Atlus is the famous Jrpg string - which will be the case if you stick to just a computer - then you'll have to grapple with the social connections of Persona 4. From the third game, Social Links are a key mechanic. It's important to be with friends with as many people as possible, so here's everything you need to know about Personal 4
Golden Social Links, including friendships, to prioritize first, how to raise them, and how to unlock social types so that you'll be the coolest kid in school. Social links are basically your friends that you create during your adventure, but they give you special advantages. Unlocked early, Social Links require you to talk and spend time with certain people, and this
will be testing your time management skills. Higher social types give you experience bonuses for the same Arcana personas, and hitting Max Rank gives you the ability to guard the super-strong persona of this Arcana. For party members, raising the social link gives them extra powers in battle, such as the ability to monitor One More or the chance to pick up
the main character after being hit by weakness. They also acquire special knowledge for their Persono, and Max Rank allows their persona to turn into a stronger one. Once Persona 4 continues, you will have to prioritize those with whom you will hang out. This is especially important later, as the ranks get progressively harder levels. In general, it is
important to raise the social ranks of party members first. These types will have an immediate benefit in battles, making them more useful and reducing your chances of the customer being wiped out. Link Skills are also very useful, and ranking these up quickly can give you some serious benefits early. Rise's Social Link, Lovers, is also super important for
similar reasons. I recommend that you maximise her as soon as she becomes available. From there there are some social links that have some deadlines on which you will want to focus before it is too late. Marie's Social Link, Aeon, has a December 31 deadline, but her schedule is relatively free, especially during December itself. Make sure max is out for
some extra late content games. (Credit card photo: Atlus) Adachi's Social Link, Jester, runs on a strange schedule and is only available day or night, depending on your rank. The date's in November, so it's important to talk to him when you can. However, you just need to raise his social link to rank 6, and then you will max out the rank when you work
through the contents of a late game. Finally, Dojima (Hieroplant) and Nanako (Justice) have a deadline of 31 December 2016. To complete, you need a high expressive value that you can get from your selected Sun Arcana club. Other than the four mentioned above, you have until the end of the matches in February to max out your Social Links. (Credit card
photo: Atlus) The main thing you need to do to raise your social ranks is to hang out with your chosen friend. Each will have their schedules and times when they are available so that you can level multiple social connections at once. If you have a Persono that matches the Arcano of your Social Link, you will get a bonus for hanging out with them. With so
much to max out, it's worth visiting the Velvet Room to grab a Persona that matches your Social Links before talking to them. Some other activities may also give social connection experiences. For example, giving classmates the right answer in class can give little experience to their Social Connections. In general, however, it is best to rely on actually
spending time with friends and acquaintances to raise your own types of social connections. (Credit card photo: Atlus) How to Unlock Persona 4 Golden Social RanksSome Social Ranks will be automatically unlocked as you move through the game, while others will ask you to talk to someone to start a Social Link. Here's how each social link, with the most
beautiful date u flaps:Aeon: Listen to Marie's request in the Velvet Room (4/18)Carriage: Automatic (4/18)Death: Get Devil Social Link to Level 4, then speak to Hisano (date varies)Devil: Work at the Hospital (5/25)Emperor: Speak to the girl near the stairs at school, pa kanji (6/9)Empress: Listen to Margaret's prohtjevu kad is a knowledge expert (5/19)Fool:
Automatik for the first dungeon (date different)Happiness: Speak to the covjek u blacku u Shopping District, and we talk to Naoto kad is Naoto maximaran (10/10/10) 21)Hanged: Speaks to Naoki, but understanding is generous (6/8)Hermit: Speaks to fox (5/5)Hieroplant: Speaks to Dojima (5/6)Jester: Speaks to Adachiju u junu i odaberi to hang out
(5/13)Presuda : Automatic (12/3)Justice: Speak to Nanak (5/3)Lovers: Speak on the Rise (7/23)Wizard: Automatic (4/16)Moon: Speak to Ai when the power is social connection 4. and Brave Courage (date is different)Priestess: Speak to Yukiko (5/17)Star: Teddie Speaks (6/24)Strength: Join the Basketball or Soccer Club (4/19)Sun: Join the Drama or Band
Club (4/19)Sun: Join the Drama or Band Club (4/19)Sun: Join the Drama or Band Club (4/19)Sun: Join the Drama or Band Club (4/19)Sun: Join the Drama or Band Club (2015) Temperance: Work at the Daycare Center (4/23)Tower: Work as a Tutor (5/25) The Sayoko Uehara Social Link and Persona 4 Golden presents the Devil Arcana - proves Perhaps, to
keep the sisters clean of the heart. Or sayoko's getting a bad reputation. There's only one way to find out... so i could see it and sort it with a connection. This page will help you with this goal, in the list of all answers for each s-link rank, so you can raise your rank as soon as possible. For the same help with the rest of P4G's show, see our full Persona 4
Golden Social Links Guide. Sayoko Uehara S-Link Guide - DevilSo, here it is: this guide runs down sayoko Uehara Social Link found in Persona 4 Golden. Simply socializing helps you towards the link rank ups, but in order to make it happen as quickly as possible, you'll want bonus points to talk to Sayoko in the right way. The numbers at each conversation
option are the number of bonus points allocated for each response; the higher, the better. values include the arcana bonus to be awarded when you wear a matching Persona. Go to the velvet room and draw the devil's persona before you see Sayoko, if possible. Sayoko can mingle on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday - she is accessible at a bus stop in the
city, via part-time cleaning. Rank 1: As mentioned above, to start this social connection you will first need to take a part-time cleaning that takes place in the hospital. The work has been available from the bulletin board from 25 May. For more information, see our Guide to Persona 4 Golden with casual working hours. When you have a job, you attend it twice.
This will trigger the Devil's social connection. Decisions that affect your relationship this rank: Don't worry, no one will see... Sort 1 &gt; 2:Choices that affect your relationship this rank:Ad. Keep moving. You want to study with me? Maybe an object they don't teach at school if you catch me... What do you mean? +2 I'm not interested. +2 Rank 2 &gt; 3:Choices
that affect your relationship this rank: ... Why do you work in a job like this? For the money. +3 To be closer to you. +2 Have something to do. +2 Speaking of which... Do you have a girlfriend? I. +2 Right in front of me. +2 ... See what I'm going to do? Rank 3 &gt; 4:This rank leads to death social connection start. Decisions that affect your relationship this
rank: Do you work here? But I'm not coming back here... ... Don't ask me what happened here. ... Ok. +2 I'd rather not know. +2 ... I can't stay here. +2 They only need me when my patients... In the end, everyone leaves me. Rank 4 &gt; 5:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: This was the first time anyone had called me a whore in the face... It's like
soapy water. +2 The other sisters were just looking at these stupid smiles on their faces. Why do I live for...? Comfort her. +3 (Required Understanding 5th Level) Cheers up. +2 Rank 5 &gt; 6:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: Sayoko says nothing... What am I doing...? Sayoko's arduing. Sort 6 &gt; 7:Choices that affect your relationship this
rank:Ad. Keep scrolling through sayoko. She also seems to be very tired. Hang in there. +3 You should get some rest. +2 Rank 7 &gt; 8:Choices that impact your relationship this rank: No choices for this rank. Rang 8 &gt; 9:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: We will need this room so that you can get all your cleaning supplies out of here? I was
just a little smoh... What was I supposed to do...? Otherwise... I could never face him again... Rank 9 &gt; 10:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: I wanted to say goodbye. When you hit 10th place with Sayoka Uehara, you'll get an ID in the hospital, and that will soften the Devil's Persona Beelzebub. W/O Friendship Points - No match personaW -
Match Level 0 to 1 Points Needed : 0Sayoko: Do not worry, no one will see... W/O W1. Stop! - 2.Ne't interested- -3. - -Ranking level 1 to 2 Points Required : 0Sayoko: Would you like to study with me? Maybe an object they don't teach at school if you catch me... W/O W1. What do you mean? +1 +22.Ne interested. +1 +23.Please, in all means. - -Ranking level
2 to 3 Points Required : 0Sayoko: ... So why do you work at a job like this? W/O W1. For the money. +2 +32.To be closer to you. +1 +23.To to do. +1 +2Sayoko: Speaking of which... Do you have a girlfriend? W/O W1. I. +1 +22.Ne. - 3.Right in front of me. +1 +24.Why are you asking? - Sayoko: ... See what I'm going to do? W/O W1. Oh, yes. - I'2.No... +1
+23.Stop! +2 +3Ranking level 3 to 4 Points Needed : 3Old checkers in black: Do you work here? W/O W1. - 2. I'm a high school student. - Old lady in black: But I'm not coming back here again... W/O W1. Why were you here? - -2. Why are you wearing black? - -3. We should meet again. - Sayoko: ... Don't ask me what happened here. W/O W1. ... Ok. +1
+22. I'd rather not know. +1 +23. ... I can't stay here. +1 +2Sayoko: They only need me when my patients... In the end, everyone leaves me. W/O W1. That's right. - -2. It's good they're going to get better. - -3. Why don't you change jobs? - -Ranking level 4 to 5 Points Needed : 3Sayoko: This was the first time anyone called me slut whore in the face... W/O
W1. What happened? - -2. It's like a soap opera. +1 +2Sayoko: *sigh* The other nurse was just looking at these stupid smiles on her faces. W/O W1. That can't help. - 2. I wish I'd seen him. Why do I live for...? W/O W1. Comfort her. (Requires Lv 5 Understanding) +3+32. Let's branch it out. +1 +23. Shut up. - Ranking level 5 to 6 Points required : 4Sayoko
says nothing... W/O W1. Did something happen? - -2. Don't you feel good? - -3. Are you done here? Sayoko: What am I doing...? W/O W1. Don't blame yourself. - -2. There was no way to help. - -3. Think about what you've done. Sayoko's arduing. W/O W1. Look at her on the train. - -2. Tell her something. - -Ranking level 6 to 7 Points Required : 2Sayoko
looks a little pale. She also seems to be very tired. W/O W1. You should rest... +1 +22. Hang in there. +2 +3Ranking level 7 to 8 Points Needed : 6Autical ranking up. Ranking level 8 to 9 Points Needed: 6Middle-aged nurse: Will we need this room so you can get all your cleaning supplies from here? W/O W1. Is there an emergency? - -2. In the meantime? - I
was just a little bit of a slam... W/O W1. You work too hard, i hear? - -2. It's important to get some rest. W/O W1. Doctor, get on your ass. - -2. Can you help someone now? - -3. Don't do it all by yourself. - Sayoko: Otherwise... I could never face him again... W/O W1. Is that what he wanted? - -2. You're doing this for - -3. You're just running. - -Ranking level 9
to 10 Points Required : 3Sayoko: I wanted to say goodbye. W/O W1. Goodbye? - -2. Watch...
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